Tweets from ex-Muslims saying they think "Islam is the problem"

Another ExMuslim agreeing that Islam is the problem. Respect and love to you all ??

Piers has no clue. He needs to get educated before speaking.

— Yasmine Mohammed (@ConfessionsExMu) June 21, 2017

Selection Of Recent Tweets

Watching terror in London unfold: who are we kidding? This is a Jihadi guerrilla warfare not an issue for law enforcement. Time to wise up.

— Ayaan Hirsi Ali (@Ayaan) June 3, 2017

@AMDWaters Didsbury mosque advising on Sharia Wills (illegal)

pic.twitter.com/YGSxQRgEG
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Selection of recent tweets. The most important is the top one

WATCH | @afneil [12]: "As atrocity follows atrocity we've fallen into a choreographed response. Perhaps the time for rhetoric is over."

Spot on. pic.twitter.com/OOJalaONij [13]

— LEAVE.EU ???? (@LeaveEUOfficial) May 27, 2017 [14]

4th May - Selection of recent interesting tweets [15]

4th May 2017 - A selection of recent interesting tweets

"I have a problem with the term Islamophobia...that lends itself to the suggestion that questioning Islam is phobic" https://t.co/SnFH73Bk0H [16]

— LBC (@LBC) 15 April 2017 [17]
SILENCE From Liberals!

Arabs Are Still Selling Castrated Black Slaves Today [18]

Facebook video:
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A selection of recent interesting tweets:

Australian #Muslim [20] 'Your allowed freedom of speech, within the limits we set'
https://t.co/bZrj8fRDfq [21]

— Agenda Of Evil (@AgendaOfEvil) 30 March 2017 [22]
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